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Short Description

Along with the different prefilled “Eisbaer” coolers that are ready to use out of the box, the core of the
“Eisbaer” is also available as a stand-alone option. With it, you can set up your system and choose which parts
you want for it exactly as you wish. Thanks to the G¼” connections, nearly every standard water cooling
attachment will fit. This way you can freely choose the hose thickness, colour and fluid, and design the
“Eisbaer” to fit your wishes exactly.

Description

Along with the different prefilled “Eisbaer” coolers that are ready to use out of the box, the core of the
“Eisbaer” is also available as a stand-alone option. With it, you can set up your system and choose which parts
you want for it exactly as you wish. Thanks to the G¼” connections, nearly every standard water cooling
attachment will fit. This way you can freely choose the hose thickness, colour and fluid, and design the
“Eisbaer” to fit your wishes exactly.
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Features

The basis of the pumps is the Alphacool DC-LT Ceramic Ultra Low Noise, also available separately. The pump
runs extremely quietly and can be regulated to between 7 and 12V. It can also be regulated through the
motherboard. If the “Eisbaer” is being run alone, the 7V setting will still have next to no performance loss, as
shown in diverse test results. The insulated pump case further perfects the noise generation and ensures
that vibrations are almost completely absorbed.

The smooth and shiny polished copper base of the cooler ensures optimal heat absorption and can relay the
heat over the fine slit structure of the cooler to the water quickly and efficiently.

Specifications

Connector: 2xG1/4

Cooling performance: Excellent

Dimensions (L x B x H): 63 x 63 x 68mm

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Material cooling plate: Copper

Material top cover: Plastic

Socket: Intel 1150/1151/1155/1156, Intel 1366, Intel 2011(-3), Intel 775

Pump (Alphacool DC-LT 2600 Ultra low noise Ceramic):

Speed: 2600 RPM
Voltage: 7-13.5V DC
Power consumption: 4W
Maximum flow rate: 70L/h
Maximum head: 0.85m

Scope of Delivery:

1x Alphacool Eisbaer (Solo) - 2600rpm - black
1x Intel bracket
1x AMD bracket
1x Thermal paste
Mounting material
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-12511

Weight 1.2500

Color Black

Pump Type DC-LT

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197125116


